
Philip Sutton 
candidate for BATMAN

“Let's give our kids a world
worth living in, let's reverse

global warming!”

Global warming related fires, floods and
extreme weather is causing death and

destruction around the globe. 

In Victoria in 2009 the heat wave killed 374 people;
fires killed 175 people and 

millions of animals.

“No major party is calling for
action that will stop a future

catastrophe.”

“We need net negative emissions
to reverse global warming and

recreate a safe climate.”

How do we reverse global warming
and get to net negative emissions?

• Use 100% renewable energy

• Create a zero-emission transport system

• Stop the destruction of our native forests

• Move away from high emission agriculture

• Move to an ethical economic model not       
focused on material and population growth

• Draw down atmospheric carbon
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How to Vote for

Philip Sutton
candidate for BATMAN

SUTTON, Philip Independent 1

OLDIS, Maurice
Renewable 

Energy Party
4

MURRAY, Joel
Australian 

Sex Party
9

BHATHAL, Alex The Greens 3

HAYWARD, Russell
Australian 

Progressives
6

CICUTO, Geoffrey
Australian 

Cyclists Party
7

SOURIS, George Liberal 10

FEENEY, David
Australian 

Labor Party
5

EVANS, Caitlin
Animal 

Justice Party
2

GUARDIANI, Franco Independent 11

SYBER, Elizabeth
Marriage 

Equality
8

Number all boxes as shown

“Global warming represents both
an extreme threat and an amazing

opportunity to build a better
world.”

Your local Batman candidate
Philip Sutton

Philip has been a Fairfield resident for 20 
years. He is a leader in the climate movement 
and a sustainability strategist. 

In his early career Philip developed Victoria's 
Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act, worked on 
State strategies for energy, conservation and 
the timber industry and developed the 
“Nuclear Free” campaign that led to nuclear 
power being banned in Victoria. 

Since 2006 Philip has been campaigning for 
emergency action to restore a safe climate. 
He co-authored the seminal work 'Climate 
Code Red' and developed and runs the 
climate think tank: RSTI (Research and 
Strategy for Transition Initiation). Philip also 
assists the Australian 'Breakthrough' project 
and USA 'Climate Mobilization' campaign. 

“There can be no compromise on
global warming.”
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